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Chinese girl dance.   Upstairs old Chinese man lite letters.   Old
Chinese lady cook tea.   Velly nice pick-i-sha,"   He was seldom
wrong.    Besides these amusing excursions to shops in the out-
lying quarters of the town I was put in touch with private
dealers who brought to my hotel daily a selection of works of
art.    Once these men understood that I was a buyer, that I
possessed a certain judgment and had seen and bought Chinese
pictures before, I found them useful and honest.   After the first
day or two they never brought me a faked picture or a really
inferior one.    In order to save time and trouble I proposed to
the dealers, who were selling on commission for private owners,
the following plan.    They were to bring the pictures and tell
me the lowest price the owners would accept, of course including
their commissions.    I in turn would either buy or refuse the
pictures at the price they offered and I undertook to offer no
lesser sum.   In short there was to be no bargaining.    I kept to
my part of the agreement and no doubt lost one or two pictures
that I should like to have owned, for they seldom returned with
them at a lower price, but on the contrary I bought many at a
very reasonable cost which I should probably have not reached
after hours, or days, of bargaining.    The arrangement pleased
both buyer and sellers and I cannot speak too highly of the
honesty and scrupulousness of the men I dealt with.   I have the
highest opinion both of their judgment and their reasonableness,
Before leaving Peking my collection of over eighty pictures was
examined by experts.    They were all good with the exception
of three, one of which had been retouched while the other two
were of inferior quality.    It was a wonderful time to buy from
the purchaser's point of view, for there were at that moment
23 dollars to the ^, while the tragic economic crisis was bringing
on to the market a host of treasured works not perhaps the highest
value but of really fine artistic quality.    English and American
firms had almost ceased to export on account of the financial
depression at home.   Especially the large scroll pictures—often
six feet in height and two or three feet wide—were difficult to
dispose of.   Few people have to-day wall space to exhibit them,
and still fewer seem to appreciate the consummate art of the
large landscapes or the exquisite technique of Chinese flower
and bird painting.   The rarity of the original works of the early
Chinese painters is largely due to the delicacy of the material
used, for the medium which for many centuries they have
employed is water-colour applied to silk or paper.   The destruc-

